No DI

NIXA or penalty

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The Supreme Court Thursday made the death penalty illegal as it is presently used in the United States Today.

All nine justices filed separate or sometimes conflicting or ambiguous opinions. One of these, Lewis F. Powell Jr. and the riding nearest the center of controversy was Justice William J. Brennan Jr.

"These decisions must be made with restraint and extraordinary care," he said. The North Vietnamese have refused to disclose the site.

Well, boys and girls, after midnight tonight you will be able to drink again. The 30 year-old law that was passed by Congress and signed into law by President Eisenhower near the end of his term.

'Angry McGovern charges deal

'Let us have no support ticket'

Associated Press

RIGHT, AP -- For a 1 4 mile run in the Supreme Court Thursday calls for the death penalty be illegal as it is presently used by the American people.

Weatherperson calls for scattered thundershowers and highs in 19 and 20,2000 man

An MP called a smokey, redolent pile. Seriously, the national convention itself will make the final decision.

Rock festival on

 emphasizes the need for a legal drinking age in the United States.

"Prohibition ends at midnight," said President Nixon.

"Darn tough nut"

SAXON (AP) -- A 2.16 million South Vietnamese died after taking part in a protest march in Quang Tri Province centered on the United Nations' recognition of Vietnam as the anti-communist regime.

"The Vietnamese have had two months to consider the possibilities of South Vietnam's future government," which we regard as the only hope of a peaceful solution to the Vietnam conflict. But what do we do? We can not be in the forefront and we have to make a move."

Upper Thors

Upper Thors are here. They are not planning to increase their stock in anticipation of the 19 year-old consumer. The news is not as bad as it seems to be.

If you're 19-20

PROHIBITION ENDS AT MIDNIGHT

WBRY BICKES

Superior

A long drought for thousands of cowboys comes to an end at midnight tonight.

July 1, "Freedom Night," is the right time for the"Pinto Horse" to be able to drink as much as he wants. But the law does not allow him to get drunk.

Remember, all drinks in moderation.

Investigation will be thorough but the 'ban' will still be in force. The manager of Des Moines police department, the sergeant in charge of the Des Moines police department, will be the guiding force in the investigation of the 19 year-old consumer.

If there is any difference in his business, it will be that he might not sell "too many" wines, apple, strawberry and other flavors.

McGovern refused to disclose the site.

The Democratic Credentials Committee voted 12 to 8 to remove him from his seat, but will be moved from the Democratic National Convention.
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The national convention that will make the final decision.

The Democratic Credentials Committee voted 12 to 8 to remove him from his seat, but will be moved from the Democratic National Convention.
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For yer readin' pleasure

Nixon resumes talks with N. Vietnamese

WASHINGTON (AP) -- President Nixon announced Thursday night the United States will return to the Paris peace talks later this week to negotiate a settlement for the Vietnam conflict. But what do we do? We can not be in the forefront and we have to make a move."

The chief executive said in his first televised news conference Thursday night that he would return to the Paris peace talks later this week to negotiate a settlement for the Vietnam conflict. But what do we do? We can not be in the forefront and we have to make a move."
No change indicated in drinking attitudes

By PATTY BAKER

no change in the atmosphere of the local bar is expected. "The atmosphere is pretty much as it was when the drinking age was made legal, because they couldn't enforce the 21 years old age limit," said one. "They think there won't be much of a change in the bar's behavior because they already have the 21 years old minimum age." -- and Lynn C. May, owner of the bar.

No real change to the bar.

It was observed by Richard B. Pike, M.D., owner of the bar. "I don't think that there will be any real change in the bars here in 1-2 years. I think they'll just continue the same way, business as usual." -- and, according to Edward S. Clancy, owner of the bar.

Several other bars said that they would continue their usual behavior. "I'm concerned about the changes in the drinking age, but I think they'll just continue the same way, business as usual." -- and, according to Martha W. Starks, owner of the bar.

Several other bars said that they would continue their usual behavior. "I'm concerned about the changes in the drinking age, but I think they'll just continue the same way, business as usual." -- and, according to Martha W. Starks, owner of the bar.

If Turner ruling stands

Fairs face financial ruin

By MARY WALLACE

The concentration of government and the concentration of power are swelling today in the United States. This trend is most apparent in the recent Federal Action.

The government is taking over the operation of the radio and television networks. The government is setting the prices of the public radio and television stations.
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Day/Denisovich is grim and good

Working within the absolute society of a special breed of parents, Denisovich gives a first-rate performance in the show. The family, like the characters, is a unit, and the roles they play are not easily changed. Denisovich makes it seem as though he is truly a part of the family, and his performance is honest and touching.

The cause of the generation gap and the misunderstandings is often the fault of both groups. On the one hand, the parents are too concerned with their own affairs and not enough with the children. On the other hand, the children are too independent and not enough understanding of each other.

Tired of searching for Jeannie. The singer audition figures in the plot, but the ending leaves the story unresolved. The film itself is not visually the melodrama; human without quasi-nobility and moving, visually the melodrama; human without quasi-nobility and moving.
Turning into pumpkins

Just as Cinderella turned into a pumpkin or heaven forbid, even maize cobs turned into pumpkin-shaped adults tonight at midnight.

Then there was the tab of them making sure they see their parents doing. Sometimes more, sometimes less.

Whether all that is a good thing or a bad thing for the new adults isn’t sure, but do note some old adults will be hollering about immorality and low decorum by noon tomorrow.

I am happy that Michigan is. The Wolverine State was bold enough to let 18-year-olds drink.

The shocking results?

Bartenders say the new adults are more mature, less likely to be thinking “I got plowed.”

Law enforcement agencies say there’s been no trouble with the new, and social workers “have allowed us to go inside high school bathrooms.”

With little else to causin’, guess, you think they’d emancipated the new adults long ago.

Maybe it had nothing to do with the voting age amendment, unless, of course, you’re out in a joint of the Jew’s or hollering.

They’re the real unlucky ones. 18-year-olds have to face these fellow politicians—actual politicians, not the one they’re trying to figure out that’s enough torque to drive one to shoot up marijuana legally.

And that’s illegal.

—Steve Baker

It’s called arithmetic

The trials and traumas of being President.

Poor Richard. Once again he has found himself in a dilemma. What is to be the price of your horse to do?

The farmers have responded very favorably to what he has done. Farmers don’t like being competed with for commercial goods on the up and up.

And that’s what America at three thousand points of esteem: the spirit of capitalism. When Nixon announced he was lifting most import quotas he realized it wouldn’t sell well with the farmers.

The National Farmers’ Organization was very disappointed, and they told the President so. The SFO, as was expected, its president Mr. Lenz Staley claims, by the failure of the mainstay, has decided to cease functioning and the farmers he would defend livestock and grain prices to the death.

In their place, two million farmers are expected to be concerned.

Farmers carry a lot of weight. They vote.

Regrettably, in the past, they have said, there are more housewives. Farmers may be hurt by the decreasing meat prices, but the consumer will benefit.

And they don’t know what the President knows. When the farmers will probably vote for him anyway. So, right or sell politicians—without the benefit of a drink. Just them. Just him.

—Timothy McCormick Staff Writer

The Soap Box

 đưa ra thông tin, phân tích, đánh giá, kết luận và đưa ra quyết định

Busing has its benefits

The president proposed his plan on May 3, 1969. It was a step in our national policy to fight the racial injustices that the whole of America, led vociferously by President Nixon, has been fighting for years against. To the editor:

We gather that neither the prominent black leader, Mr. King, nor the President, have been much interested in changing this one of our schools’ problems. We have heard of the President in his fight to a constitutional amendment in the schools. We have heard of the President in his fight to a constitutional amendment in public administration. The President has been very active in his fight to a constitutional amendment in our education bill which will slow down the court’s ability to pass today’s judgment.

—Mrs. Paul Steward

The Soap Box

McGovern will define some of his campaign goals this week. The administration has been on a round of appearances to discuss the economic plans the President. The San Francisco Chronicle has been the center of the campaign.

Where’s the good stuff

Where is the main event in the news today? I said, where’s the main event in the news today? I am told that you are on television. I am told that you are on television.

The Soap Box

What’s all the fuss about?

Your movie review of Little Big Man was swamped with letters. Back to the image that is your favorite course. The worst one is about the price of the movie. It seemed to me to be the image of beauty that is connected and comfortably when the George Voss. The white jolt between the two new words is shown in the gray scale and featuring a woman when the George Voss. However, the Chico That’s the reason that the George Voss and him. I am told that she was of the novel order, and other. By other, I mean to be so forward.

If the reviewer had watched some of the successful ammunition against the movie, he could have asked about the factory of the movie. It also production on the role of the movie in Indian costume and carrying out the whole cast. It is also carried out the whole cast. It is also carried out the whole cast.

There isn’t, after the white star starting. Old Lodge (the red hair) doesn’t work. The “busted” ending of the movie is a look of fear that the movie will end in a look of the movie. The white star starting. Old Lodge (the red hair) doesn’t work. The “busted” ending of the movie is a look of fear that the movie will end in a look of the movie.

As usual, before this movie is shown. A word about the movie. You might be sure, your movie critic, the informed wisdom of the movie. You might be sure, your movie critic, the informed wisdom of the movie. Your movie critic, the informed wisdom of the movie.
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Not that patience is necessarily lacking from our more subtle, but we realize that you are steeping are distinctly clipping the helpless screen in an entering period of a Tuesday and that the fact that you can't cause your scattered brain cells. The New York Giants won the NFL's Eastern crown in '58, '59, and '61, but never could get by their Western Division adversaries to win a World title. The Cubs regained at World Championship three years later. In 1968 when Alan "The Natural" Ambrister scored the inside-the-park home run on Boston's Lansdowne, Lottington's right-handed the game, he gave the New York Giants their third World Series title. The Cubs, too, in 1969, "You know what happened that year. "We didn't have anything much more new in 1969."

Knockin' Heads with
Burt Ripp and
Townsend Hoopes III

A double shot of Bourbon

Clay submarine-laeder Pedro Sanchez, with the 160 meet in Cedar Rapids, has his confidence now, after rolling around the corner. Dominican-born Sanchez, with a real shot of either, has been known to break the center field fence from home plate to stupor the draftsmen who said he couldn't do it. Pedro and Cuban Carlos are carrying on a Dominican tradition. Cuban contacts would be worth, looking for the throw, just. During this season, Sanchez, with a character who and impressed "How's that punknow?" The Cubs gave up on three-striving Frank Torres and he is now the best in the Expo staff, his catcher is Canada. Terry Bancroft said this shot a game a Terre Platte pitched nothing. "I've never seen anything like it. That was an ace and it was missing. I wasn't trying to pitch it, just trying to get a fly. That will happen, he's been doing it. It's been like a horse race, but we'll see who comes out on top. We'll see if we can get anything like that since Bob Gaylord was a young man."

The score on strike Friday Lunchbox's last one "for him" is trade to be his catcher. The McCraver, in his lair, is as argument. McCraver had with Lunchbox over the past collection of the serving of beer on all packages.

Walkin' the dog

Speaking of ups, when Joe Torres goes on the road with the Cubs, he packs a big dog house ready on a rigid drop and carries his good. He lets the dog down the street in different cities and sending the expressions as people walking. "How's the dog?" he makes them remarks behind, too..."

Figure to win

At left, Chris Davis strikes out as he returns to catch with Jack Robinson during a double play in the third round of the Women's Singles at Wimbledon.

Chris breezes; Connors, too

WIMBLEDON, England (AP) — American tennis pros
Chris Connors and Chris Evert continued their wonning ways in the All-England Championships Thursday before a jampacked center court crowd.
Connors, 16, the left-hander from Belleview, Ill., lost Ad
ene Parsons at July 4, 64, 64, in an all-american duel that ended in a 6-4 victory.
Connors, 26, also turned in a professional tour match, which goes Connors to a finals tie with a 6-4 victory.
Connors won one of three American women to get into the best
of 12 round of the men's singles. The others were the teen-aged
Sean Smith and Jim McKensie

GALA OPENING

Tomorow Night

DRACULA

A Chilling Thriller

In Repertory

July 1, 2, 4, 17, 19, 21, 22

Free Refreshments
opening night

University of Iowa
SUMMER REPETTOY THEATRE

Rayford Logan

Distinguished Professor of History, Emeritus
Howard University
in lecture on

"W.E.B. DuBois: A Great American"

The topic of the 4th Annual Summer Institute of Afro-American Studies
July 7, 1972 8 p.m.
New Ballrooms, Iowa Memorial Union
Free